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Abstract Theoretical presentations of theρ-calculus often treat the matching constraint computations as an atomic oper-
ation although matching constraints are explicitly expressed. Actual implementations have to take a more realistic view:
computations needed in order to find the solutions of a matching equation can have an important impact on the (efficiency
of the) calculus for some matching theories and the substitution application usually involves a term traversal.

Following the works on explicit substitutions in theλ -calculus, we present two versions of theρ-calculus, one with
explicit matchingand one withexplicit substitutions, together with a version that combines the two and considers efficiency
issues and more precisely thecompositionof substitutions. The approach is general, allowing for potential extensions to
various matching theories. We establish the confluence of the calculus and the termination of the explicit constraint handling
and application sub-calculus.

Keywords Rewriting calculus· explicit substitution· explicit matching· pattern matching.

1 Introduction

The ability to define functions by pattern matching is a powerful capability of languages likeELAN [8], Maude [17],
Haskell [27] and ML [25,10]. Because of its induced programming and formal agility, matching is also a basic ingredi-
ent of formal islands over Java or C as implemented in the TOM system [40,34]. Furthermore, pattern matching is not only a
useful programming paradigm, it can also deeply influence the computational behavior of a calculus, like its termination [16,
50]. The algorithms solving the corresponding matching problems can lead to the adequate solution(s) or can fail; but this
latter information is usually not expressed explicitly in the above mentioned formalisms. This ability to express matching
failures is a key point of theρ-calculus.

The ρ-calculus was introduced to make all the basic ingredients of rewriting explicit objects, in particular the notions
of rule, i.e. of abstraction, rule applicationandresult. In theρ-calculus, the usualλ -abstractionλX.N is generalized by a
rule abstractionP _ N, whereP is now an arbitrary term and not necessarily a variableX, andN is the argument to be fired.
In such a rule, the free variables ofP are bound inN. The application of a ruleP _ N to a termM, denoted(P _ N) M,
evaluates to a termσ(N) (the application of the substitutionσ to the termN) whereσ represents the solution(s) of the
matching betweenP andM.

The matching power of theρ-calculus can be adjusted by using arbitrary theories. In classical term rewriting, this can
lead to non-deterministic behaviors (e.g. what is the result of the application of(X +Y) _ X to a+b if + is commutative?)
but, since “results” are first class citizens in theρ-calculus, we can represent all possible results as a single one using the
structure operator denoted by “o” (e.g. a o b). The way these results are represented is also a parameter of the calculus since
different semantics are obtained according to the theories associated to the structure operator. Typically, if an associative-
commutative and idempotent status is given to this operator then, we recover the semantics of resultsets[13]. If one prefers
lists or multisets, then the corresponding formalization should be specified.
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The ability to parameterize theρ-calculus by a matching theory opens new possibilities and leads to a very expressive
calculus. Nevertheless, it is surprising that all the computations related to the considered matching theory still belong to the
meta-level. The same situation arises in Rogue [49], a programming language based on an untyped version of theρ-calculus
and primarily intended for implementing decision procedures. The operational semantics of Rogue as well as the rules
of the ρ-calculus use helper functions that are indeed implicit computations. These computations are conceptually and
computationally important in all matching theories, from syntactic ones to quite elaborated ones like associative-commutative
theories [23]. Therefore, to make explicit the handling of constraints, one must make explicit the matching and the constraint
(substitution) application.

A first step toward an explicit handling of the matching related computations was the introduction of matching problems
as part of theρ-calculus syntax [15]. More precisely, thematching constraintsrepresent constrained terms which are even-
tually instantiated by the substitution obtained as solution of the corresponding matching problem (if such a solution exists).
Matching failures can be treated in different ways. In early versions of the calculus [14] the application of a rule abstraction
involving a matching failure reduced to a special term representingthe failureterm. Alternatively, in the current version of
the calculus, the matching constraints where the corresponding matching problem has no solution are in normal form.

In both cases, the matching constraints are solved and the resulting substitutions are applied in one step. In concrete
implementations these operations should be separated and should interact with other computations and, in particular, we
want computations on constraints and applications of constraints to be explicit.

The evaluation rules solving the syntactic matching problems at the object level were proposed in [12]. These rules
eventually transform a term constrained by a matching problem to the same term but constrained by the solved problem,
that is, by a substitution. The application of the resulting substitutions follows the approaches used inλ -calculi with explicit
substitutions.

These calculi have been widely studied and provide a nice tool to deal with higher-order unification [22] or to represent
incomplete proofs in type theory [41]. As far as implementation issues are concerned, explicit substitution calculi play a
central role in some implementations of ML [38].

In all the explicit substitution calculi [1,37,46], substitutions can be delayed thanks to theβ rule that transforms a
β -redex(λx.a)b into theexplicit application ona of the substitution that replacesx by b. In the explicitρ-calculus, the
application of substitutions is delayed to the moment where the original matching constraint is solved. Thus, the role of the
β rule is taken by theρ rule which transforms the application of a rewrite rule into the application of a matching constraint
and by the evaluation rules solving the obtained matching problem. This led to a calculusà la λx-calculus [46] simple and
without substitution compositions that we calledρx.

This calculus [12] handles at the object level not only the matching problems but also the application of the resulted
substitutions. Nevertheless, these two computations are handled differently and considered one at a time. In this paper
we present two versions of theρ-calculus, one with explicit matching and one with explicit substitutions, together with a
version that combines the two and considers efficiency issues and more precisely the composition of substitutions. This
allows us to isolate the features absolutely necessary in both cases and to analyze the issues related to the two approaches.
The result is a full calculus that enjoys the usual good properties of explicit substitutions (conservativity, termination)
and which is confluent. We show that theρ-calculus, and especially explicitρ-calculi, are suitable as a useful theoretical
back-end for implementations.

The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 consider respectively simple extensions of the plainρ-calculus
for explicit substitution (ρs) and explicit matching (ρm). Section 4 first presents the combination (ρ◦x) of the two previous
calculi enriched with a rule for combining term traversal (composition rule for substitutions). Secondly, properties such as
the confluence of the calculus and the termination of the explicit part are then established. Some possible extensions are
proposed and briefly discussed. We finally give in Section 5 some hints on a direct implementation of explicitρ-calculi.

2 Explicit substitution

We introduce in this section a generalization of theλx-calculus [46] that we callρ-calculus with explicit substitutions and
that considers abstractions not only on single variables but also on patterns potentially containing several variables. On the
other hand, the obtainedρ-calculus with explicit substitutions, denoted shortlyρs, can be seen as an extension of the plain
ρ-calculus with explicit substitutions.

In the plainρ-calculus, when reducing the application of a rule to a term, the matching between the left-hand side of the
rule and the term is solved and the resulting substitution is applied to the right-hand side of the rule at the meta-level of the
calculus. This means that, in one step, we compute the substitution solving the corresponding matching problem and apply
it.
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Terms M,N,P ::= X (Variables)
| c (Constants)
| P _ M (Abstraction)
| M N (Functional application)
| M o N (Structure)
| N [φ ] (Substitution application)

Substitutions φ ::= id (Identity)
|
∧

i=1...n
Xi = Mi (Conjunction)

where∧ is associative

Fig. 1 Syntax ofρs

This reduction can be obviously decomposed into two steps, one computing the substitution and the other one describ-
ing the application of this substitution. This decomposition does not mean that the matching related computations and the
application of substitutions are explicit but just that they are clearly separated. In this section we go a step further toward
an explicit version of theρ-calculus by proposing a version of the calculus where the substitution application is performed
explicitly while the matching problems are still solved at the meta-level.

2.1 Syntax ofρs

Since we focus here only on explicit substitution application and not on explicit matching, the general syntax ofρs presented
in Figure 1 restricts thematching constraintsof the formN[P�M] from the plainρ-calculus [14] tosubstitution applications
of the formN [X = M]. More precisely, the general patterns of the matching constraints are restricted to simple variables. This
means that the matching constraints that we handle here are always in solved form and thus, the corresponding substitution
can be (explicitly) applied.

As in the plainρ-calculus, the left-hand side of anabstraction(built using the “_” operator) defines the variables we
abstract on and some context information. A term in a left-hand side of an abstraction is called apattern. An applicationis
implicitly denoted by concatenation. The terms can be grouped together intostructures(built using the operator “o”). For the
scope of this paper we restrict to syntactic structures,i.e. no theory is associated to the structure operator.

The substitution applicationoperator is a generalization of the similar one fromλx-calculus. In theλ -calculus, aλ -
abstraction binds only one variable and thus an explicit substitution consists in a single variable binding. In theρ-calculus,
the pattern-abstraction can bind an arbitrary number of variables and thus the definition of a substitution is extended to
support multiple bindings. Theid symbol represents the identity substitution. We should point out that in this context the
symbol “=” is not symmetric.

We assume that the functional and substitution application operators associate to the left, while the other operators
associate to the right. The priority of the substitution application is higher than that of the functional application which is
higher than that of “_ “ which is, in turn, of higher priority than the “o ”.

The symbolsM,N, . . . range over the setT of terms, the symbolsX,Y,Z, . . . range over the setV of variables (V ⊆T ),
the symbolsa,b,c, . . . , f ,g,h range over a setK of term constants (K ⊆ T ). Finally, the symbolsP,Q range over the set
P of patterns, (V ⊆P ⊆ T ). We callalgebraicthe terms of the form(. . .(( f A1) A2) . . .) An with f ∈K and we usually
denote them byf (A1,A2, . . . ,An). The symbolsφ ,ψ, . . . range over the setΦ of substitutions. A term is calledpure if it does
not contain any explicit substitution application.

For the purpose of this paper we restrict to patterns that are either algebraic terms or structures consisting of this kind of
terms:

Patterns P,Q ::= X | c | f (P1,P2, . . . ,Pn) | P oQ

To simplify the reading, we adopt the following notation

N [Xi = Mi ]
n
i=1 ,


N

[ ∧
i=1...n

Xi = Mi

]
if n > 0

id otherwise

Thedomainof a substitutionφ =
∧

i=1...n
Xi = Mi , denotedDom(φ), is the set{Xi}n

i=1.
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Since we work in a calculus with binders, the usual notions of free and bound variables fromλ -calculus are naturally
extended by considering that all variables in the left-hand side of an abstraction are bound in the abstraction. The formal
definition for the set of free variables for the fore-comingρ◦x calculus is given in Section 4 and the restriction to theρ-calculus
with explicit substitutions is straightforward. As in any calculus involving binders, we work modulo theα-conversionof
Church, and modulo thehygiene-conventionof Barendregt [2],i.e., free and bound variables have different names.

Remark 1 (Translation ofλ -terms)
One can encode theλ -calculus in theρ-calculus: given the set ofλ -terms defined by

M,N ::= X | λX.M |MN

the translation functionJ K from λ -terms toρ-terms is defined by

JXK = X
JλX.MK = X _ JMK
JMNK = JMK JNK

Thus, when translatingλ -terms intoρ-terms the binder “λ ” is replaced by the (rule) abstraction operator “_” like for the
following terms:

λ -calculus ρ-calculus
λX.X X _ X

λX.λY.X X _ Y _ X
λX.(XX) X _ XX

As we will see in the next section, this translation is consistent with the reduction in the two formalisms: for eachβ -reduction
of a λ -term there exists a corresponding reduction of the translated term in theρ-calculus.

Example 1 (Encoding of propositional formulae)
Using the constantstrue, false, not, and, or (denoting respectively the boolean values true and false, the negation, the con-
junction and the disjunction) we can define the following propositional formulae:and(X, true) andor(not(X),not(Y)).

Example 2 (Rewrite rules)
Some rules to compute in the Boolean algebra:

– and(X, true) _ X; the variableX is free in the patternand(X, true) and bound in the bodyX of the abstraction.
– not(and(X,Y)) _ or(not(X),not(Y)); this rule bounds the variablesX andY.
– xor(X,X) _ false; a non-linear rule.

The application of the second rewrite rule to the termnot(and(true, false)) is represented by the term
(
not(and(X,Y)) _

or(not(X),not(Y))
)
not(and(true, false)) and, as we will see in the next section, this term reduces toor(not(true),not(false)).

2.2 Operational semantics ofρs

The evaluation mechanism of the calculus relies on the fundamental operation ofmatchingthat allows us to bind variables
to their current values. Since we want to define an expressive and powerful calculus, we allow the matching to be performed
moduloa congruence on terms. This congruence used at matching time is a fundamental parameter of the calculus and
different instances are obtained when instantiating this parameter by a congruence defined, for example, syntactically, or
equationally or in a more elaborated way [14].

Definition 1 (Matching)

Given a theoryT (i.e. a set of axioms defining a congruence relation
T=):

1. A matching equationis a problemP≺≺ A with P a pattern andA a term.

2. A substitutionθ is a solution of the matching equationP≺≺ A if θP
T= A.

The set of solutions ofP≺≺ A is denoted byS ol(P≺≺ A).
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(ρ) (P _ M) N → M
[
Xi = Qi

]n
i=1 whereS ol(P≺≺ N) = {Qi/Xi}ni=1

(δ ) (M1 oM2) N → M1 N oM2 N

(Identity) M [id] → M

(Replace) X [φ ∧ (X = M)∧ψ] → M

(Var) Y [φ ] → Y Y 6∈Dom(φ)

(Const) c[φ ] → c

(Abs) (P _ M) [φ ] → P[φ ] _ M [φ ]

(App) (M N) [φ ] → M [φ ] N [φ ]

(Struct) (M o N) [φ ] → M [φ ] o N [φ ]

Fig. 2 Small-step operational semantics ofρs

When restricting to syntactic matching, the matching substitution, when it exists, is unique and can be computed by a simple
recursive algorithm given for example by G. Huet [28]. It can also be computed by the following set of rules, that are applied
modulo the associativity and commutativity of the symbol∧. As quite natural for a matching problem, we assume the sets
of variables of the left-hand and right-hand side of the equation to be disjoint. Otherwise, we refer to [32] for a complete set
of transformation rules.

M1 oM2 ≺≺ N1 o N2 → M1 ≺≺ N1∧ M2 ≺≺ N2

f (M1, . . . ,Mn)≺≺ f (N1, . . . ,Nn) → ∧n
i=1(Mi ≺≺ Ni) (n≥ 1)

X ≺≺M ∧ X ≺≺M → X ≺≺M

f (M1, . . . ,Mn)≺≺ g(N1, . . . ,Nm) → F if f 6= g

M ≺≺ X → F if M 6= X

X ≺≺M ∧ X ≺≺ N → F if M 6= N

F ∧ C → F

Starting from a matching equation, the application of this rule set terminates and returns eitherF when there are no sub-
stitutions solving the equation, or a conjunction of match equations∧n

i=1(Xi ≺≺ Qi)∧m
j=1 (c j ≺≺ c j) in “normal form” from

which the solution{Qi/Xi}n
i=1 can be trivially inferred [32]. This set of rules could be extended to deal with more elaborated

theories like commutativity.
The operational semantics of theρ-calculus with explicit substitutions is given in Figure 2 where the reduction rules of

the calculus are split into two categories:

– Rules describing the application of structures and abstractions onρ-terms.
– Rules defining the application of substitutions.

The(ρ) rule is used to reduce the application of an abstraction to a term by matching the left-hand side of the abstraction
against the term and triggering the application of the obtained substitution to the right-hand side of the abstraction. If no
match exists, the rule is not applied. The rule(δ ) is inherited from the plainρ-calculus and deals with the distributivity of
the application on the structures built with the “o” operator.

The rules handling the substitution application distribute it over the different operators until a variable or a constant is
reached. If the variable is in the domain of the substitution then the corresponding term replaces it; a substitution applied to
a variable that is not in its domain or to a constant is ignored. Since we consider classes of terms moduloα-conversion, the
appropriate representatives are always chosen in order to avoid potential variable captures (introduced by the rule(Abs)).

In this paper we consider a matching theory that is supposed to be decidable and unitary. These restrictions allow us to
focus on the design aspects of theρ-calculus and to have a modular approach to the intrinsic matching algorithms. Non-
unitary matching theories (e.g. equational) can be also considered but the meta-theory is more complicated in this case.
More general patterns can be also used and the possible higher-order matching that should be used in this case is under
investigation.
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We denote, as usually [2], the compatible closure of a relationR by 7→R (also denotedR) and the transitive closure of
7→R by 7→→R (also denotedR∗). This way we define the relations7→σ and7→ρs

induced by the rules dealing with substitutions
(i.e. (Identity), (Replace), (Var), (Const), (Abs), (App), (Struct)) and by the set of all rules in Figure 2, respectively. We
should point out that inρs and in the other calculi introduced in the next sections all the evaluation steps are performed
modulo the underlying theory for the conjunction (see Definition 3 for a precise definition of rewriting modulo).

One can notice that when replacing the patternP by a variable in rule(ρ), we recover the(Beta) rule of λ -calculi with
explicit substitution.

Example 3 (Application of a rewrite rule)
In order to compute the disjunctive normal form of a propositional formula, we use the rewrite rulenot(and(X,Y)) _
or(not(X),not(Y)). The application of this rewrite rule to the termnot(and(true, false)) is described in theρ-calculus by the
following reduction:(

not(and(X,Y)) _ or(not(X),not(Y))
)

not(and(true, false))
7→ρs

or(not(X),not(Y)) [X = true∧Y = false]
7→→App (or [X = true∧Y = false])(not(X) [X = true∧Y = false],not(Y) [X = true∧Y = false])
7→Const or(not(X) [X = true∧Y = false],not(Y) [X = true∧Y = false])
7→→σ or(not(X [X = true∧Y = false]),not(Y [X = true∧Y = false]))
7→→Replaceor(not(true [Y = false]),not(Y [X = true∧Y = false]))
7→→Var or(not(true [id]),not(Y [X = true∧Y = false]))
7→Identity or(not(true),not(Y [X = true∧Y = false]))
7→→σ or(not(true),not(false))

Example 4 (Application of a rewrite system)
We show how a structure of rewrite rules applies to a term. In a first approximation, this can be seen as the application of a
rewrite system.(

and(X,or(Y,Z)) _ or(and(X,Y),and(X,Z)) o

and(or(X,Y),Z) _ or(and(X,Z),and(Y,Z))
)

and(or(true, false),or(false, false))
We use the(δ ) rule to distribute the two rewrite rules:
7→

δ

(
and(X,or(Y,Z)) _ or(and(X,Y),and(X,Z))

)
and(or(true, false),or(false, false)) o(

and(or(X,Y),Z) _ or(and(X,Z),and(Y,Z))
)

and(or(true, false),or(false, false))
and we finally obtain (by reducing each rule application as in Example 3):

or(and(or(true, false), false),and(or(true, false), false)) o or(and(true,or(false, false)),and(false,or(false, false)))

The application of a rewrite system is actually never as simple as presented above. Here, we encode only one (meta)
rewriting step but, in general, the encoding is more complicated because one needs to encode not only the application of a
rewrite rule at the top position of a term but also the reduction strategy guiding the application of the rules. The problem can
be solved, for example, by using (typed) fix-points to apply the rewrite system recursively (see [16] for a full presentation).

Example 5 (Multiple applications)
Since substitutions cannot be composed, the application of each substitution is done independently and can involve a lot of
evaluation steps needed in order to access to the leaves of the term (seen as a tree).

(g(X) _ (( f (Y) _ h(X,Y)) f (a)) g(b)
7→ρ (( f (Y) _ h(X,Y)) f (a)) [X = b]
7→ρ h(X,Y) [Y = a] [X = b]
7→→σ h(X,Y [Y = a]) [X = b]
7→→σ h(X,a) [X = b]
7→→σ h(X [X = b],a)
7→→σ h(b,a)

If the substitutions are composed, then the term traversal related steps can be factorized as shown in Example 10.

3 Explicit matching

In this section we concentrate on the matching problems intrinsic to theρ-calculus and, more precisely, we want to make
explicit the matching computations performed during theρ-evaluation. We propose here theρ-calculus with explicit match-
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Terms M,N,P ::= X (Variables)
| c (Constants)
| P _ M (Abstraction)
| M N (Functional application)
| M o N (Structure)
| N [C ] (Constraint application)

Constraints C ,D ::= id (Identity)
| P�M (Match-equation)
| C ∧D (Conjunction of constraints)

where∧ is associative andid is a neutral element

Fig. 3 Syntax ofρm

ing, denoted alsoρm, that extends the plainρ-calculus with evaluation rules dealing with the (syntactic) matching. In this
calculus the obtained matching problems are solved explicitly while the substitution application is done at the meta-level.

3.1 Syntax ofρm

The syntax of theρ-calculus with explicit matching is given in Figure 3. The explicit substitutions ofρs that can be consid-
ered as match equations in solved form are replaced by match constraints that will be solved in the evaluation process.

The symbolsC ,D ,E . . . range over the set of (possibly empty) constraints. Theid symbol represents here the identity
constraint while in theρs the same symbol was used to represent the empty substitution.

The domain of a constraintC , denotedDom(C ), is intuitively the same as the domain of the substitution that solves all
the corresponding matching problems and is computed by taking the union of the sets of free variables of the patterns of all
the match-equations inC . The formal definition is given in Section 4.1.

3.2 Operational semantics ofρm

The operational semantics of theρ-calculus with explicit matching consists of two parts as shown in Figure 4.
As for ρs, the first part describes the application of structures and abstractions onρ-terms. This time the(ρ) rule always

applies and reduces the application of an abstraction to a term constraint by the corresponding matching problem.
The matching problems are handled by the second part of the evaluation rules that are clearly inspired by the ones

presented in Section 2.2. A matching constraint is simplified using the decomposition rules which are strongly related to
the considered matching theory. As we have already mentioned, we consider only structures of algebraic terms as patterns
and we restrict to a decidable and unitary matching theory and, more precisely, to syntactic matching. Therefore, we do not
handle the higher-order symbols (e.g. “_”, “�”) and we only decompose the restricted patterns. The two decomposition
rules given in Figure 4 are thus performedw.r.t. to an empty matching theory for the structure operator and for the constant
symbols. We consider that an empty conjunction andid represent the same object and thus, the rule(DecomposeF ) can be
used for constants (i.e. n = 0) in which case the result is the identity.

When a part of the constraint is solved and independent of the rest of the constraint, the corresponding substitution
can be applied at the meta-level. We consider that the meta-application of the substitution{M/X} to the termN, denoted
N{M/X}, is higher-order and thus performsα-conversion in order to avoid the possible variable captures. The condition in
rule (ToSubst) guarantees that a matching problem is solved and thus (part of) the corresponding substitution can be applied
only if all its variables are assigned the same term. Non-linear matching problems can lead to matching constraints which
assign different terms to the same variable and which represent, intuitively, a failure (see Example 8). The doubletons in a
matching constraint are eliminated with the rule(Idem).

Notice that in the rule(ToSubst), because of the hygiene-convention, the intersection between the set of free variables
of M andDom(C ∧D) is empty and thus, the variables inM cannot be captured in the right-hand side of the rule.

The ρ-calculus (and in particularρm) is well-suited to deal with (matching) errors, represented by constraints without
solution, that is, constraints that do not represent substitutions. Depending on the intended use of the calculus we may want
or not to propagate such (constraint) failures. If the failures are propagated, the error’s location is lost and the final result
would be a term with constraints with no solution applied on each leaf of the term (considered as a tree). The information
contained in such a term seems useless when one wants to analyze the error and, for debugging reasons, we do not want to
lose the error’s location. This is why the failures are not propagated as they are but only the corresponding substitution (if
one exists) is propagated.
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(ρ) (P _ M) N → M[P� N]

(δ ) (M1 oM2) N → M1 N oM2 N

(Decomposeo) M1 oM2 � N1 o N2 → M1� N1∧ M2� N2

(DecomposeF ) f (M1, . . . ,Mn)� f (N1, . . . ,Nn) →
n∧

i=1
(Mi � Ni)

(Idem) C ∧ (X�M)∧D ∧ (X�M)∧E → C ∧ (X�M)∧D ∧E

(ToSubst) N [C ∧ (X�M)∧D ] → (N{M/X}) [C ∧D ]

if X 6∈Dom(C ∧D)

(Identity) M [id] → M

Fig. 4 Small-step operational semantics ofρm

Example 6 (Application of a rewrite rule)
The term presented in Example 3 reduces inρ-calculus with explicit matching as follows:(

not(and(X,Y)) _ or(not(X),not(Y))
)

not(and(true, false))
7→ρ or(not(X),not(Y)) [not(and(X,Y))� not(and(true, false))]
7→→DecomposeF

or(not(X),not(Y)) [X� true∧Y� false]
7→→ToSubst or(not(true),not(false)) [id]
7→Identity or(not(true),not(false))

Example 7 (Successful application of a non-linear rewrite rule)
When non-linear patterns are used, the rule(Idem) can merge the solved matching problems that are identical.

(xor(X,X) _ false) xor(true, true)
7→ρ false [xor(X,X)� xor(true, true)]
7→DecomposeF

false [X� true∧X� true]
7→Idem false [X� true]
7→→ToSubst false [id]
7→Identity false

Of course, the application of a non-linear rewrite rule may lead to failures due to merging clashes. Merging clashes are
not reduced but kept as a constraint application failure.

Example 8 (Application of a non-linear rewrite rule with failure)
(xor(X,X) _ false) xor(true, false)

7→ρ false [xor(X,X)� xor(true, false)]
7→DecomposeF

false [X� true∧X� false]

The next example illustrates the usefulness of explicit matching when we want to track the source (cause) of the failure.

Example 9 (Run-time error: matching failure)
Let us consider the following rule that checks if two persons are brothers,i.e., if they have the same father:

Brother(Person(Name(X),Father(Z)),Person(Name(Y),Father(Z))) _ true

When checking if two concrete persons (AliceandBob) are brothers by applying this rule to the corresponding term:
Brother(Person(Name(Alice),Father(John)), Person(Name(Bob),Father(Jim)))

we obtain as result the term
true [Z� John∧Z� Jim]

indicating that the variableZ corresponding to the father cannot be instantiated correctly,i.e., that the father of the two
persons is not the same.

This is in contrast with theρ-calculus with explicit substitutions where the application of the rule to the term is in normal
form indicates that the matching has no solution but gives no information on the source of this failure.
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Terms M,N,P ::= X (Variables)
| c (Constants)
| P _ M (Abstraction)
| M N (Functional application)
| M o N (Structure)
| N [φ ] (Substitution application)
| N [C ] (Constraint application)

Substitutions φ ,ψ ::= ids (Identity)
| X = M (Equation)
| φ ∧ψ (Conjunction of equations)

Constraints C ,D ::= idm (Identity)
| P�M (Match-equation)
| C ∧D (Conjunction of constraints)

where∧ is associative andids andidm are neutral elements

Fig. 5 Syntax ofρ◦x

4 Explicit substitution and explicit matching

The combination of the two previously introduced calculi,ρs andρm, leads to a version of the calculus that handles explicitly
the matching constraints resolution as well as the application of the substitutions. This calculus, calledρx and introduced
in [12] does not handle the composition of substitutions, a key issue when one wants to obtain efficient implementations.

In what follows we add this feature and defineρ◦x. The properties of this calculus are then studied.

4.1 Syntax ofρ◦x

The syntax presented in Figure 5 merges the ones ofρs andρm and definesρ◦x-terms. In what follows we refer to the three
categories ofρ◦x-terms by simply calling themterms, substitutionsandconstraintsrespectively.

One can notice that the conjunction operator∧ is overloaded and it is used to build substitutions as well as constraints.
Since the two types of conjunctions are disjoint, in what follows, we will generally denote the corresponding identitiesids

andidm by the same symbolid.
We assume that the functional, substitution and constraint application operators associate to the left, while the other

operators associate to the right. The priority of the substitution application is higher than that of the constraint application
which is higher than that of the functional application. The application has a higher priority than “_ “ which is, in turn,
of higher priority than the “o ”. The equation operators are of higher priority than the conjunction operators. The equation
and conjuntion operators have a lower priority than the other ones.

Definition 2 (Free variables and constraint domains)
The set of free variables and the domain of a constraint (resp. substitution) are defined by:

FV (X) = {X}
FV (c) = /0 FV (P _ M) = FV (M)\FV (P)
FV (M N) = FV (M)∪FV (N) FV (M o N) = FV (M)∪FV (N)
FV (N [C ]) = FV (C )∪

(
FV (N)\Dom(C )

)
FV (N [φ ]) = FV (φ)∪

(
FV (N)\Dom(φ)

)
FV (C ∧D) = FV (C )∪FV (D) FV (φ ∧ψ) = FV (φ)∪FV (ψ)
FV (X = M) = FV(M) FV (id) = /0
FV (P�M) = FV (M)

Dom(P�M) = FV (P) Dom(C ∧D) = Dom(C )∪Dom(D)
Dom(id) = /0

Dom(X = M) = {X} Dom(φ ∧ψ) = Dom(φ)∧Dom(ψ)
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(ρ) (P _ M) N → M[P� N]

(δ ) (M1 oM2) N → M1 N oM2 N

(Decomposeo) M1 oM2 � N1 o N2 → M1� N1∧ M2� N2

(DecomposeF ) f (M1, . . . ,Mn)� f (N1, . . . ,Nn) →
n∧

i=1
(Mi � Ni)

(Idem) C ∧ (X�M)∧D ∧ (X�M)∧E → C ∧ (X�M)∧D ∧E

(ToSubst) N [C ∧ (X�M)∧D ] → (N [X = M]) [C ∧D ]

if X 6∈Dom(C ∧D)

(Identity) M [id] → M

(Replace) X [φ ∧ (X = M)∧ψ] → M

(Var) Y [φ ] → Y Y 6∈Dom(φ)

(Const) c[φ ] → c

(Abs) (P _ M) [φ ] → P[φ ] _ M [φ ]

(App) (M N) [φ ] → M [φ ] N [φ ]

(Struct) (M o N) [φ ] → M [φ ] o N [φ ]

(Constraint) (M[Pi � Ni ]
n
i=1) [φ ] → (M [φ ])[Pi [φ ]� Ni [φ ]]ni=1 n > 0

(Compose) (N[Xi = Mi ]
n
i=1) [φ ] → N[φ ∧Xi = Mi [φ ]]ni=1 n > 0

Fig. 6 Small-step operational semantics ofρ◦x

4.2 Operational semantics ofρ◦x

The evaluation rules ofρ◦x are presented in Figure 6 and consist of those used forρs andρm together with a composition
rule.

The application of rule abstractions and structures as well as the matching constraints decomposition are inherited from
ρm. As inρm, when part of the constraint is solved and independent of the rest of the constraint, the corresponding substitution
should be applied. Inρ◦x the application of the substitution is just triggered (as inρs) in the rule(ToSubst) and the rules
inherited fromρs perform its application. The(Identity) rule represents in fact two rules, one for the identity substitution
and a second one for the identity constraint. When not clear from the context, the former is called(Identitys) while the latter
is called(Identityc).

The newly introduced rule(Constraint) distributes the substitutions in the constraints. The rule(Compose) defines the
composition of substitutions. The side condition for these two rules says that the constraint and respectively the substitution
cannot be identities. For simplicity, we used an abuse of notation in the rule(Compose) whereN[φ ∧Xi = Mi [φ ]]ni=1 denotes
the termN [φ ∧X1 = M1 [φ ]∧ . . .∧Xn = Mn [φ ]].

Example 10 (Multiple applications)
The composition of substitutions leads to more efficient evaluations. The following evaluation is obtained for the term
considered in Example 5:
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(g(X) _ (( f (Y) _ h(X,Y)) f (a))) g(b)
7→→ (( f (Y) _ h(X,Y)) f (a)) [X = b]
7→→ h(X,Y) [Y = a] [X = b]
7→Composeh(X,Y) [X = b∧Y = a[X = b]]
7→Const h(X,Y) [X = b∧Y = a]
7→→App h(X [X = b∧Y = a],Y [X = b∧Y = a])
7→→Replace h(b,a)

All the evaluation steps dealing with the traversal of the termh(X,Y) are done only once this time since only one substitution
should be propagated.

The non-efficient route given in Example 5 can also be taken but while this was the only alternative forρs, this problem
disappears forρ◦x if we apply the evaluation rules with a strategy [6] that gives the highest priority to the composition rule,
a canonical way to limit term traversal.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, aρ-calculus handling explicitly the constraint solving and the substitution
application was coined for the first time in [12]. Inρx there was no mechanism for the composition of substitutions (i.e. no
(Compose) rule) and consequently, no substitution conjunctions. Therefore, we can considerρx as a restriction ofρ◦x where
all substitutions are simple equations and the(Compose) rule is not available.

4.3 Properties ofρ◦x

The confluence of higher-order systems dealing with non-linear matching is still a difficult task since we usually obtain non-
joinable critical pairs as those coined for the first time by Klop [35]. This counter example can be encoded in theρ-calculus
but the encoding is a bit tricky and is smoothly described in the following section. This presentation is a direct translation
from [50].

4.3.1 Encoding Klop counter example in theρ-calculus

Let us begin by describing Klop’s counter example in classical rewriting. We recall that the non-confluence is due to a
non-linear rewrite rule.

Example 11[35] Let us consider the first-order rewrite system consisting of the rewrite rules{d(x,x) → e,c(x) →
d(x,c(x)),a→ c(a)}. The following reductions are obtained when reducing the termc(a):

c(a)

����
��

��
��

�� &&NNNNNN

c(c(a))

��
d(a,c(a))

��

c(d(a,c(a)))

��
d(c(a),c(a))

��

c(d(c(a),c(a)))

��
e c(e)

We cannot close the diagram sincee is in normal form and the smallest reduction fromc(e) to e would reduced(e,c(e))
which can only be reduced by a reduction fromc(e) to e, which contradicts the minimality of the reduction.

We can go a step further in the encoding by consideringλ -terms and higher-order rewriting. We introduce the following
λ -terms and the corresponding reductions:

C ≡ Y
(
λy.λx.d(x,yx)

)
A ≡ YC

C 7→→
β

(
λy.λx.d(x,yx)

)
C A 7→→

β
CA

7→
β

λx.d(x,Cx)

Theλ -termC simulates the behavior of the constantc and of the second rewrite rule, whereasA simulates the behavior of
the constanta and of the third rewrite rule. We can thus omit these two rules and consider a variation of Klop’s example.
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Example 12If we add in theλ -calculus the non-linear rewrite ruleR = {d(x,x)→ e} to theβ -reduction then we obtain a
non confluent calculus. In fact, theλ -termA reduces by7→

β∪R , on the one hand toeand on the other hand to(Ce) and these
two terms do not share a common reduct.

We are now ready to give the encoding in theρ-calculus.

Example 13The usual fixpoint combinatorY is defined as in theλ -calculus by:

Y ,
(

y _ x _ (x(yyx))
)(

y _ x _ (x(yyx))
)

and for anyρ-termA we haveYA 7→→ρ A(YA). We now define the following terms as in the previous example except that
the ruled(z,z)→ e is directly encoded inC.

C ≡ Y
(
y _ x _ ((d zz) _ e)(d x(yx))

)
C 7→→ρ

(
y _ x _ ((d zz) _ e)(d x(yx))

)
C

7→ρ x _ ((d zz) _ e)(d x(Cx))

A ≡ YC

We have the following reductions:

A // // CA

����

// ((d zz) _ e)(d A(CA))

��
Ce ((d zz) _ e)(d(CA)(CA))

��
e

The constante is in normal form and the smallest reduction from(Ce) to e we must reduce the head redex. After several
reductions, we obtain((d zz) _ e)(d e(Ce)) which can be head reduced only after a reduction from(Ce) to e. Since the
reduction is supposed to be minimal, we conclude by contradiction that(Ce) cannot be reduced toe and thus that the two
reductions cannot be joined.

4.3.2 Proof scheme

As mentioned before, all the evaluation steps are performed modulo the theory of the conjunction (inρ◦x modulo the as-
sociativity and the neutral elements) and thus, we are performing rewriting modulo a set of axioms. We give first a formal
definition for this evaluation and then we introduce a more operational evaluation that is usually used in proofs and imple-
mentations. For a detailed exposition about rewriting modulo, we refer to [29,30,32,44].

Definition 3
Given a rewrite system R and a set of axiomsA, the termt (R/A)-rewrites tot ′, denotedt →R/A t ′, if there exists a rule

l → r ∈ R, a termu, an occurrenceω in u and a substitutionσ such thatt
∗←→A u[ω ←↩ σ(l)] andt ′

∗←→A u[ω ←↩ σ(r)]
whereu[ω ←↩ v] denotes the termu with the sub-term at the positionω replaced byv.

Definition 4
Given a rewrite systemR and a set of axiomsA , a termt (R,A)-rewrites to a termt ′, which is denoted byt →R,A t ′ if there

exists a rulel → r ∈ R, a positionω in t, and a substitutionσ such thatt|ω
∗←→A σ(l) (i.e. the sub-term oft at positionω is

equivalent toσ(l)), andt ′ = t[ω ←↩ σ(r)] (i.e. t ′ is equal tot where the sub-term at the positionω is replaced byσ(r)).

In the following, we will denote byA1 the set of axioms defining the associativity and the neutral elementsidm andids

for the conjunction and by∼A1 the equivalence relation induced by these axioms. In order to simplify the reading, we denote
by 7→K the relation7→k,A1 wherek is the rewrite relation induced by all the evaluation rules except(ρ) and(δ ). Similarly,
we denote by7→σ the relation induced by the rules dealing with the application of substitutions (the(Identity) rule for
substitutions and the rules from(Replace) to (Compose)). We denoteρ◦x the rewrite system given in Figure 6, and thus we
obtain the relations7→

ρ◦x,A1
and 7→

ρ◦x/A1
.
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Definition 5 (Linear ρ◦x)
A pattern islinear if it does not contain two occurrences of the same variable. We say that a substitution(Xi = Mi)

n
i=1,n> 0 is

linear if all the variablesXi are different. We say that a matching constraint(Pi�Mi)
n
i=1,n> 0 is linear if

⋂n
i=1FV (Pi) = /0.

ids andidm are both linear.
The linear ρ◦x is theρ◦x where all the patterns, substitutions and constraints are linear.

The general scheme of the proof of the confluence of the linearρ◦x follows the proof of the confluence of the full theory
of theλσ⇑-calculus presented in [18] and uses a variant of Yokouchi-Hikita’s lemma [51]:

Lemma 1 LetR andS be two relations defined on the same setT and∼ an equivalence relation such that

– R is strongly normalizing.
– R is confluent modulo∼, i.e., for all u,v,w in T such that uR∗ v and uR∗ w there exist t1, t2 in T such that vR∗ t1,

w R∗ t2 and t1 ∼ t2
– S has the diamond property, i.e., for all u,v,w in T such that uS v and uS w there exists an element t inT such that

vS t and wS t
– R andS are coherent modulo∼, i.e., for all u,v,w such that u∼ v, uRw (resp. uS w) there exists a t such that vRt

(resp. vS t) and w∼ t.
– the following diagram (often mentioned as Yokouchi-Hikita’s diagram) holds:

u
R

����
��

��
�

S

��>
>>

>>
>>

v

R∗S R∗

��

w

R∗

��
t1 ∼ t2

Then the relationR∗S R∗ is confluent modulo∼.

Proof Since the coherence properties are strong, to go from the classical lemma given in [18] to this generalization is just a
straightforward verification. We only have to use these coherence properties as much as needed to “factorize” the coherence
relation at the bottom of all commutative diagrams given in [18]. In fact, we first prove by induction on theR-depth that:

u
R∗

����
��

��
�

S

��>
>>

>>
>>

v

R∗S R∗

��

w

R∗

��
t1 ∼ t2

Then we conclude by induction on theR-depth ofu, and where we distinguish between the depth zero and nonzero. The
following diagram holds for the case zero

u S //

S

��

u1

S

��

R∗ // u2

R∗S R∗

��
u′

S //

R∗

��

u′1

R∗

��

R∗ // u′2

R∗

��

∼ u′3

R∗

��
v R∗S R∗// v1 ∼ v2

R∗ // v3 ∼ v4 ∼ v5

and the confluence follows sinceR is coherent with∼ and thusv1 ∼ v2 R∗ v3 can be replaced byv1 R∗ v′3 ∼ v3.
The diagram for the induction case is more complex but is handled similarly. ut
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We thus split the evaluation rules ofρ◦x into two relations corresponding to the relationsR andS of the previous
lemma. A natural choice for the relationR is 7→K . In fact, the rules dealing with constraints and explicit substitutions should
be strongly normalizing and confluent (in explicit substitution calculi we always ask these properties for the explicit part).
The relationS cannot be the rewrite relation induced by the(ρ) and(δ ) rules since this relation verifies neither the diamond
property (the(δ ) rule duplicates redexes) nor the Yokouchi-Hikita’s diagram (the relation7→K duplicates also redexes). This
is why we use a parallelization of the(ρ), (δ ) rules.

We first prove in Section 4.3.4 the termination of7→K . Then we prove that7→K is confluent, taking into account the fact
that rules can be applied modulo the associativity and the neutral elements (ids, idm) for the conjunctions. Then we formally
define the parallelization of(ρ) and(σ) and show that it verifies the diamond property (Section 4.3.6). Finally, we prove the
Yokouchi-Hikita’s diagram and conclude the proof of the confluence of the linearρ◦x by noticing that the parallelization and
the original relation have the same transitive closure.

First of all, we show the soundness of the explicit substitution reductions, a mandatory and useful lemma in any calculus
involving explicit substitution.

4.3.3 Soundness of explicit substitutions

First, we show that7→σ is confluent and strongly normalizing and thus defines a functionσ on terms. Secondly, we show
that explicit substitutions soundly relate to meta substitutions. The corollary is that the functionσ associates to every term a
pure term (where all the substitutions have been applied).

Lemma 2 (Convergence of7→σ )
In the linearρ◦x, the relation7→σ is confluent and strongly normalizing.

Proof The relation7→σ is strongly normalizing by Lemma 8 which proves a more general result that is, the termination of
7→K . The local confluence is easily proved by observing that all critical pairs modulo A1 are convergent and as a consequence
of the above properties, the confluence is obtained. We must notice that the linearity condition is mandatory since for example
the non-linear substitution applicationX [X = a∧X = b] leads either toa or tob. ut

Lemma 3 (Soundness of explicit substitutions)
For all n, for all terms Mi and N, we have

N [Xi = Mi ]
n
i=1 7→→C N{Mi/Xi}n

i=1

Proof If n = 0 then the result follows by the application of the(Identity) rule. Otherwise, we proceed by induction onN.

– If N is a variable, then if this variable is one of theXi for i between 1 andn then apply the(Replace) rule. If not, then
apply the(Var) rule.

– If N is an application, thenN1 N2 [Xi = Mi ]
n
i=1 can be reduced using the(App) rule to N1 [Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1 N2 [Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1.

Then, the result follows by induction.
– If N is a substitution application, then

N′[Xi = Mi ]
n
i=1 [φ ] 7→Compose N′[φ ∧Xi = Mi [φ ]]ni=1

≡ (1) N′{φ ,Mi{φ}/Xi}n
i=1

≡ (2) N′{φ}{Mi{φ}/Xi}n
i=1

≡ (3) N′{Mi/Xi}n
i=1{φ}

The first step (1) is the application of the induction hypothesis twice. The second step is valid since byα-conversion we
can suppose that all theXi do not belong to the free variables ofMi . The third step is exactly the substitution lemma of
the plainρ-calculus (Xi 6∈FV (Mi)).

– The other cases are similar to the application one.
ut

4.3.4 Termination of the constraint handling rules

First of all, we will show that7→K is strongly normalizing and for this we use the lexicographic product of two orders. The
first order is a measure (a size) on terms such that the size of the right-hand side is smaller than that of the left-hand side for
the rules(ToSubst), (Idem), (Replace), and the decomposition rules and equal for all the other rules. The second order is
based on a polynomial interpretation which decreases on all the other rules.
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The measure on terms defined below represents (an upper bound of) the size of the corresponding pure term where all
the pending substitutions were applied. The size of a termN [X = M] is thus the size ofN plus the size ofM multiplied by the
number of occurrences ofX is N (called here the multiplicity ofX in N), taking thus into account the possible instantiation(s)
of X by M in N. As far as it concerns the matching constraints, we have to take into account that they can (possibly) become
substitutions. We make thus an approximation and consider that for the terms of the formN [P�M], each variable ofP is
(potentially) instantiated by a sub-term ofM that is approximated byM.

This measure is preserved by the duplicative rules (e.g. the term(X o X) [φ ] and its(Struct) reductX [φ ] o X [φ ] have the
same size independently ofφ ). Notice also that in the right-hand side of the rule(ToSubst), M is not affected by the variables
of the domain ofC ∧D (by α-conversion) and thus, the size decreases (see Lemma 6).

Definition 6 (Multiplicity)
The multiplicity of the variableX in the termM, denotedMX (M), is defined inductively by:

MX (X) = 1 MX (Y) = 0 if X 6= Y
MX (c) = 0 MX (P _ M) = MX (M)
MX (M N) = MX (M)+MX (N) MX (M o N) = MX (M)+MX (N)
MX (N [C ]) = Mc

X (N [C ])+MX (N) MX (N [φ ]) = Mc
X (N [φ ])+MX (N)

Mc
X (N [C ∧D ]) = Mc

X (N [C ])+Mc
X (N [D ]) Mc

X (N [φ ∧ψ]) = Mc
X (N [φ ])+Mc

X (N [ψ])
Mc

X (M [Y = N]) = MX (N)×MY (M) Mc
X (N [id]) = 0

Mc
X (M [P� N]) = ∑

Yj∈FV (P)
MX (N)

(
MYj

(M)+1
)

whereX 6= Y andX 6∈FV (P)

Definition 7 (Size)
The size of a termM, denotedS(M), is defined as:

S(X) = 1
S(c) = 1 S(P _ M) = S(P)+S(M)
S(M N) = S(M)+S(N) S(M o N) = S(M)+S(N)
S(N [C ]) = Sc (N [C ])+S(N) S(N [φ ]) = Sc (N [φ ])+S(N)

Sc (N [C ∧D ]) = Sc (N [C ])+Sc (N [D ]) Sc (N [φ ∧ψ]) = Sc (N [φ ])+Sc (N [ψ])
Sc (M [Y = N]) = S(N)×MY (M) Sc (N [id]) = 0

Sc (M [P� N]) = ∑
Yj∈FV (P)

S(N)×
(
MYj

(M)+1
)

We should point out that the notions of multiplicity and size are compatiblew.r.t. to neutrality of the conjunction operator
sinceid has no impact on the two notions. It is also compatiblew.r.t. the associativity of the conjunction andw.r.t. α-
conversion.

Lemma 4 (Soundness of multiplicity)
For any term M and variable X such that X6∈FV (M) we haveMX (M) = 0.

Proof By induction on the structure ofM.

– M = Y with X 6= Y. By definition.
– M = c. By definition.
– M = P _ M1. We haveMX (P _ M1) = MX (M1) and the result holds by applying the induction hypothesis.
– M = M1 M2. ThenMX (M1 M2) = MX (M1)+MX (M2) and the result holds by applying twice the induction hypothesis

sinceX 6∈FV (M1M2) impliesX 6∈FV (M1), X 6∈FV (M2).
– M = M1 oM2. Similar to the previous case.
– M = M1 [C ]. We can apply the induction hypothesis toM1 and getMX (M1) = 0. Then, we show (by structural induction

onC ) that for all constraintC , we haveMc
X (M1 [C ]) = 0

– C = (P� N). Apply the induction hypothesis onN (induction on the set of terms).
– C = (D1∧D2) then the result follows by applying the induction hypothesis toD1 andD2 (induction on the set of

constraint).
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– C = id. The result holds by definition.
– M = M1 [φ ]. We proceed as before and we use an induction onφ

– φ = (Y = N). Apply the induction hypothesis toN.
– φ = ψ1∧ψ2. The result follows by applying the induction hypothesis toψ1 andψ2 (induction on the set of substitu-

tions).

ut

Lemma 5 (Preservation of multiplicity)
For any variable X and any terms M and N such that M7→K N, the following inequality holds:

MX (M)≥MX (N)

Proof We can prove that for all constraintsC , termsM andN such thatDom(C )∩FV (M) = /0 we have

Mc
X (N [Y = M] [C ]) = Mc

X (N [C ]) (1)

The proof is done by induction onC . We only show the basic case,i.e., if C = P�M′.

Mc
X (N [Y = M] [P�M′]) = ∑

Z j∈FV (P)
MX (M′)

(
MZ j

(N [Y = M])+1
)

= ∑
Z j∈FV (P)

MX (M′)
(
MZ j

(M)MY (N)+MZ j
(N)+1

)
= ∑

Z j∈FV (P)
MX (M′)

(
MZ j

(M)MY (N)+MZ j
(N)+1

)
= ∑

Z j∈FV (P)
MX (M′)

(
MZ j

(N)+1
)

By hypothesis and Lemma 4

= Mc
X (N [P�M′])

One can notice that the conditionX 6∈FV (M) is not needed since the multiplicities inM only depend on the variables in
the domain ofC (and not onX).

We can also prove by an easy induction onn that if X does not belong to∪n
i=1FV (Pi) and if for all i, X 6= Yi then

MX

(
N

[ ∧
i=1..n

Pi �Mi

])
= MX (N)+

n

∑
i=1

∑
Xj∈FV (Pi)

MX (Mi)×
(
MXj

(N)+1
)

(2)

MX

(
N

[ ∧
i=1..n

Yi = Mi

])
= MX (N)+

n

∑
i=1

MX (Mi)×MXi
(N) (3)

Since the multiplicity is defined by a monotonic induction it is sufficient to prove the result when the reduction takes
place at the root ofM. We give all the computations for the relevant rules; they are similar for the remaining ones. In
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particular, the case(Constraint) not given here uses the Eq. 2.

(App) MX ((M N) [φ ])
= Mc

X ((M N) [φ ])+MX (M N)
= Mc

X (M [φ ])+MX (N)+Mc
X (M [φ ])+MX (N)

= MX (M [φ ] N [φ ])
(Replace) MX (Y [φ ∧Y = M∧ψ])

= MX (Y)+Mc
X (Y [φ ∧Y = M∧ψ])

= MX (Y)+Mc
X (Y [φ ])+Mc

X (Y [Y = M])+Mc
X (Y [ψ])

≥ Mc
X (Y [Y = M])

= Mc
X (M)×MY (Y)

= Mc
X (M)

(ToSubst) MX (N [C ∧ (Y�M)∧D ])
= MX (N)+Mc

X (N [C ∧ (Y�M)∧D ])
= MX (N)+Mc

X (N [C ])+Mc
X (N [Y�M])+Mc

X (N [D ])
= MX (N)+Mc

X (N [C ])+MX (M)× (MY (N)+1)+Mc
X (N [D ])

> MX (N)+Mc
X (N [C ])+MX (M)×MY (N)+Mc

X (N [D ])
Eq. 1
= MX (N)+Mc

X (N [Y = M] [C ])+MX (M)×MY (N)+Mc
X (N [Y = M] [D ])

= MX (N [Y = M])+Mc
X (N [Y = M] [C ∧D ])

= MX (N [Y = M] [C ∧D ])
(Compose)MX

(
N[Xj = M j ]

m
j=1[Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1

)
Eq. 3
= MX

(
N[Xj = M j ]

m
j=1

)
+∑i MX (Mi)MXi

(
N[Xj = M j ]

m
j=1

)
Eq. 3
= MX (N)+∑ j MX

(
M j

)
MXj

(N)+∑i MX (Mi)
(
MXi

(N)+∑ j MXi

(
M j

)
MXj

(N)
)

= MX (N)+∑i MX (Mi)MXi
(N)+∑ j MXj

(N)
(
MX

(
M j

)
+∑i MX

(
M j

)
MXi

(
M j

))
= MX (N)+∑i MX (Mi)MXi

(N)+∑ j MX

(
M j [Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1

)
Eq. 3
= MX

([
Xi = Mi ∧Xj = M j [Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1

]
i, j

(N)
)

ut

Lemma 6 (Preservation of size)
For any terms M and N such that M7→K N, the following inequality holds:

S(M)≥S(N)

The inequality is strict if the reduction is done using either the(ToSubst) rule, or the(Replace) rule, or the(Idem) rule, or
the decomposition rules.

Proof The proof of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 5. We only give some cases:
(Replace)S(X [φ ∧X = M∧ψ])

= S(X)+Sc (X [φ ])+Sc (X [X = M])+Sc (X [ψ])
= 1+Sc (X [φ ])+S(M)×MX (X)+Sc (X [ψ])
> S(M)

(ToSubst)S(X [C ∧ (X�M)∧D ])
= S(X)+Sc (X [C ∧ (X�M)∧D ])
= S(X)+Sc (X [C ])+Sc (X [X�M])+Sc (X [D ])
> 1+S(M)×MX (X)
> S(M)

(Idem)S(N [C ∧ (X�M)∧D ∧ (X�M)∧E ])
= S(N)+Sc (N [C ])+2Sc (N [X�M])+Sc (N [D ])+Sc (N [E ])
> S(N)+Sc (N [C ])+Sc (N [X�M])+Sc (N [D ])+Sc (N [E ])
= S(N [C ∧ (X�M)∧ τ ∧D ])

ut
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Definition 8 (Polynomial interpretation)
We use the standard order on natural numbers in order to define the following polynomial interpretation:

I(k) = 3 I(P _ N) = I(P)+I(N)+1
I(M o N) = I(M)+I(N)+1 I(M N) = I(M)+I(N)+1
I(N [C ]) = I(C )+I(N)+1 I(M [φ ]) = (I(φ)+2)×I(M)

I(C ∧D) = I(C )+I(D) I(φ ∧ψ) = I(φ)+I(ψ)
I(id) = 0 I(X = M) = I(M)
I(P�M) = I(P)+I(M)

We should point out that the polynomial interpretation is compatiblew.r.t. to neutrality of the conjunction operator sinceid
has no impact on the two notions. It is also compatiblew.r.t. the associativity of the conjunction andw.r.t. α-conversion.
Moreover, since the addition and the multiplication are increasing on naturals, the monotonicity conditiona > b implies
I(a) > I(b) is clearly satisfied. We show that for any termsM andN such thatM 7→K N the image ofM is greater than that
of N for any replacement of the interpretation of the variables ofM andN by naturals bigger than 2.

Lemma 7 For any terms M and N such that M7→K N using either(Compose), or (Constraint), or (Abs), or (Const), or
(Var), or (Identity), or (App), or (Struct) then

I(M) > I(N)

Proof For any natural numbern, for any termsN,Mi for any patternsPi and for any variablesYi the following equalities hold:

I

(
N

[ ∧
i=1..n

Pi �Mi

])
= I(N)+1+∑

i

(I(Pi)+I(Mi)) (1)

I

(
N

[ ∧
i=1..n

Yi = Mi

])
= I(N)×

(
2+∑

i

I(Mi)

)
(2)

We can first remark that for any constraintC (resp. substitutionφ ) we haveI(C )≥ 0 (resp.I(φ)≥ 0) and for any termM
we haveI(M) > 2.

(Identitys) I(M [ids]) = (I(ids)+2)×I(M) = 2×I(M) > I(M)

(Identityc) I(M [idc]) = I(idc)+I(M)+1 = I(M)+1 > I(M)

(Var) I(Y [φ ]) = (I(φ)+2)×I(Y) > I(Y)

(Const) I(c[φ ]) = (I(φ)+2)×I(c) > I(c)
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(Abs) I((P _ M) [φ ]) = (I(φ)+2)×I(P _ M)
= (I(φ)+2)× (I(P)+I(M)+1)
> (I(φ)+2)×I(P)+(I(φ)+2)×I(M)+1
= I(P[φ ])+I(M [φ ])+1
= I(P[φ ] _ M [φ ])

(App) I((M N) [φ ]) = (I(φ)+2)×I(M N)
= (I(φ)+2)× (I(M)+I(N)+1)
> (I(φ)+2)×I(M)+(I(φ)+2)×I(N)+1
= I(M [φ ])+I(N [φ ])+1
= I(M [φ ] N [φ ])

(Struct) I((M o N) [φ ]) = (I(φ)+2)×I(M o N)+1
= (I(φ)+2)× (I(M)+I(N)+1)+1
> (I(φ)+2)×I(M)+1+(I(φ)+2)×I(N)+1
= I(M [φ ])+I(N [φ ])+1
= I(M [φ ] o N [φ ])

(Constraint)I(M[Pi � Ni ]
n
i=1 [φ ])

Eq. 1
= (I(φ)+2)× (I(M)+∑i I(Pi)+∑i I(Ni)+1)

> ∑i((I(φ)+2)×I(Pi))+∑i((I(φ)+2)×I(Ni))+I(φ)+I(M)+1

= ∑i(I(Pi [φ ])+I(Ni [φ ]))+I(φ)+I(M)+1

= ∑i I(Pi [φ ]� Ni [φ ])+I(M [φ ])+1

= I(M [φ ][Pi [φ ]� Ni [φ ]]ni=1)

(Compose) I
(
N [Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1 [φ ]

)
= (I(φ)+2)×I

(
N [Xi = Mi ]

n
i=1

)
Eq. 2
= (I(φ)+2)× (∑i I(Mi)+2)×I(N)

= I(N)× (2× (I(φ)+2)+(I(φ)+2)×∑i I(Mi))

> I(N)× (I(φ)+2+(I(φ)+2)×∑i I(Mi))

= I(N)× (I(φ)+2+∑i I(Mi [φ ]))

= I(N)(I(φ)+2+∑i I(Xi = Mi [φ ])) =
(

I

(
φ ∧

∧
i
(Xi = Mi [φ ])

)
+2

)
×I(N)

= I
(
N [φ ∧Xi = Mi [φ ]]ni=1

)

ut

Lemma 8
The relation7→K is strongly normalizing.

Proof Every pair of terms in7→K (strictly) decreases the lexicographic product(S() ,I( )). ut

4.3.5 Confluence of the sub-relations

First, we show that7→K is coherent modulo A1,i.e., two equivalent (modulo A1) terms can be reduced to two equivalent
ones.

Lemma 9 (Coherence modulo A1)
For any terms M, N, M′ such that M7→K N and M∼A1 M′, there exists N′ such that N∼A1 N′ and M′ 7→K N′.

M

C ��

∼A1 M′

C��
N ∼A1 N′
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Proof The proof is done by case analysis on the rule used to reducedM into N. The diagram is easily closed for all rules
except for the(Idem) rule, for which we may observe that, thanks to the extension variables (the variables calledC andE
in the(Idem) rule), all the computations fromM to M′ can be reproduced when performing the7→K reductions fromM′ to
N′. ut

Lemma 10 (Local confluence modulo A1)
For any terms M, N1, N2 such that M7→K N1 and that M 7→K N2, there exist two terms N′1 and N′2 such that N1 7→→C N′1 and
N2 7→→C N′2 with N′1 ∼A1 N′2:

M
C

��~~
~~

~~
~

C

��@
@@

@@
@@

N1

C �� ��

N2

C����
N′1 ∼A1 N′2

Proof We proceed by induction onM. We suppose that the redexes are not disjoint (otherwise the result is easy to prove). In
what follows, we call “the first reduction” the reduction fromM to N1 and “the second reduction” the reduction fromM to
N2.

– If M = M1 M2 then the two reductions take place in the sameMi . The result follows by applying the induction hypothesis.
– If M = M1 [C ] then we proceed by induction onC . If the two reductions take place inM1 then the result follows by

induction.
– If C = idm then the result is obvious.
– If C = P � M2 then, if the two reductions take place inM2 then the result follows

by induction. If the first reduction is a decomposition rule, lets say(Decomposeo) then

M1 [P1 o P2� N1 o N2]

uukkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

))SSSSSSSSSSSSSS

M1 [P1� N1∧P2� N2]

))SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
M1 [P1 o P2� N1 o N′2]

uukkkkkkkkkkkkkk

M1 [P1� N1∧P2� N′2]
If the first reduction is(ToSubst) then just swap the two reduction steps.

– If C = C1∧C∈ then, if the two reductions take place inC1 or in C2 then the result follows by induction. If the
first reduction is(ToSubst) then just swap the two reduction steps. Otherwise the first reduction reducesC at its
top position and thusC must be equal modulo A1 toD1∧ (X� N)∧D2∧ (X� N)∧D3. If the second reduction
takes place in one of theDi then the result follows easily. If the second reduction occurs in one occurrence ofN by
reducing it toN′ then close the diagram on the left by reducing the remaining occurrence ofN into N′ and on the
right by first reducing the other occurrence ofN into N′ and then apply the(Idem) rule. If the two reductions use the
rule (Idem) then there are two cases (any permutation of constraints in the first case is similar) :
We can have

C ∼A1

(
C1∧ (X�M)∧C2∧ (Y� N)∧C3∧ (X�M)∧C4∧ (Y� N)∧C5

)
and the first reduction eliminates the doubletons related toX and the second reduction eliminates the doubletons
related toY. Then, to close the diagram simply swap the two reductions (this is possible thanks to the extensions
variables in the(Idem) rule).
Otherwise

C ∼A1

(
C1∧ (X�M)∧C2∧ (X�M)∧C3∧ (X�M)∧C4

)
and conclude the case as in the previous case.

– If M = M1 [φ ] then we proceed by induction onφ and by case analysis on the rule used for the first reduction.
The interesting case is when the first reduction uses the(Constraint) rule and the second reduction is done using the
(ToSubst) rule. In this case, the result follows using the(Compose) rule and Lemma 3. Let us denote∧i(Pi � Ni) by C
and∧ j(Pj � Nj) by D . In the following the simply writeC [X = N] for ∧i(Pi [X = N]� Ni [X = N]). Let us suppose
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moreover thatM1 = M3 [C ∧ (Y�M2)∧D ] in which case the first reduction gives:

(M3 [C ∧ (Y�M2)∧D ]) [X = N]
7→Constraint M3 [X = N] [C [X = N]∧ (Y [X = N]�M2 [X = N])∧D [X = N]]
7→Var M3 [X = N] [C [X = N]∧ (Y�M2 [X = N])∧D [X = N]]
7→ToSubst M3 [X = N] [Y = M2 [X = N]] [C [X = N]∧D [X = N]]
7→Compose M3 [Y = M2 [X = N]∧X = N [Y = M2 [X = N]]] [C [X = N]∧D [X = N]]

By α-conversion,Y 6∈FV (N) and so, by applying Lemma 3, we get

M3 [Y = M2 [X = N]∧X = N] [C [X = N]∧D [X = N]] (1)

The second reduction gives:
(M3 [C ∧ (Y�M2)∧D ]) [X = N]
7→ToSubst (M3 [Y = M2] [C ∧D ]) [X = N]
7→Constraint M3 [Y = M2] [X = N] [C [X = N]∧D [X = N]]
7→Compose M3 [X = N∧Y = M2 [X = N]] [C [X = N]∧D [X = N]] (2)

Lemma 3 concludes the case showing that the terms(1) and(2) are equal.
ut

Lemma 11
The relation7→K is confluent modulo A1.

Proof We actually prove a stronger property, that is that the relation is Church-Rosser modulo A1, which is obtained ac-
cording to [44] from the strong normalization (Lemma 8), the coherence (Lemma 9) and the local confluence (Lemma 10)
modulo A1 of 7→K . ut

4.3.6 Parallel version of the(ρ),(δ ) rules

The parallelization ofρδ intuitively reduces redexes in parallel. The definition can be easily deduced from the one of the
λ -calculus (see for example [18]) as already done for the plainρ-calculus [3].

Definition 9 (Parallelization of ρδ )
The parallelization of the relation induced by the rules(ρ) and(δ ), denoted7→

ρδ‖
, is defined inductively by

M 7→
ρδ‖

M

M 7→
ρδ‖

M′

P _ M 7→
ρδ‖

P _ M′

M 7→
ρδ‖

M′ N 7→
ρδ‖

N′

M N 7→
ρδ‖

M′ N′

M 7→
ρδ‖

M′ N 7→
ρδ‖

N′

(P _ M) N 7→
ρδ‖

M′[P� N′]

M′1 7→ρδ‖
M′1 M2 7→ρδ‖

M′2 N 7→
ρδ‖

N′

(M1 oM2) N 7→
ρδ‖

M′1 N′ oM′2 N′

M 7→
ρδ‖

M′ N 7→
ρδ‖

N′

M o N 7→
ρδ‖

M′ o N′

C 7→
ρδ‖

C ′ M 7→
ρδ‖

M′

M [C ] 7→
ρδ‖

M′ [C ′]

φ 7→
ρδ‖

φ ′ M 7→
ρδ‖

M′

M [φ ] 7→
ρδ‖

M′ [φ ′]

N 7→
ρδ‖

N′

(P� N) 7→
ρδ‖

(P� N′)

N 7→
ρδ‖

N′

(X = N) 7→
ρδ‖

(X = N′)

C 7→
ρδ‖

C ′ D 7→
ρδ‖

D ′

C ∧D 7→
ρδ‖

C ′∧D ′

φ 7→
ρδ‖

φ ′ ψ 7→
ρδ‖

ψ ′

φ ∧ψ 7→
ρδ‖

φ ′∧ψ ′
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Lemma 12 (Diamond Property of 7→
ρδ‖

)

For any terms M,N1,N2 there exists a term M′ such that the following diagram holds:

M
ρδ‖

~~}}
}}

}}
}} ρδ‖

  A
AA

AA
AA

A

N1

ρδ‖   A
A

A
A

N2

ρδ‖~~}
}

}
}

M′

Proof The relation7→
ρδ‖

is the parallelization of an orthogonal system. ut

4.3.7 Yokouchi-Hikita’s diagram and the confluence ofρ◦x

Lemma 13 (Yokouchi-Hikita’s diagram)
For any terms M, N1 and N2 in the linearρ◦x there exists the terms M′1,M

′
2 such that the following diagram holds:

M

K

����
��

��
��

��
ρδ‖

��=
==

==
==

==
=

N1

K∗ ρδ‖ K∗

��,
,

,
,

N2

K∗

���
�
�
�

M′1 ∼A1 M′2

Proof When the two steps fromM to N1 and fromM to N2 do not overlap, the lemma is easy. So we have to inspect every
critical pair1. Since a strict subexpression of aρδ‖ redex can never overlap with aC redex, it is sufficient to work by cases
on the derivation fromM to N1. We only consider the(App) rule. The other cases are simpler and similar.

(M N)
[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1

K

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ρδ‖

''OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

M
[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1 N

[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1

ρδ‖
((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

(M′ N′)
[
Xi = M′i

]n
i=1

K

wwoooooooooooooooo

M′
[
Xi = M′i

]n
i=1 N′

[
Xi = M′i

]n
i=1

1 As in theλσ⇑-calculus a critical pair has a slightly different meaning than the standard one because of the parallel reduction.
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((P _ M1) N)
[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1

K

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ρδ‖

&&NNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

((P _ M1)
[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1) N

[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1

K

��

(M′1[P
′� N′])

[
Xi = M′i

]n
i=1

K

����
��

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
�

(P _ M1

[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1) N

[
Xi = Mi

]n
i=1

ρδ‖
((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

(M′1
[
Xi = M′i

]n
i=1)[P

′� N′
[
Xi = M′i

]n
i=1]

The case where theρδ‖ reduction fromM to N2 concerns aδ redex is similar to the previous one.

Notice that the linearity condition is essential here since it ensures that the rule(Idem) is never used. If this condition is
not enforced and non-linear terms are allowed, the following (non-joinable) diagram gives a counterexample of Yokouchi-
Hikita’s diagram:

X [X� (a _ a) a∧X� (a _ a) a]

K

zzuuuuuuuuuuuu
ρδ‖

''OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

X [X� (a _ a) a] X [X� a[a� a]∧X� (a _ a) a]

ut

Lemma 14
The relation7→→C 7→ρδ‖

7→→C is confluent modulo A1.

Proof All the hypotheses of the Yokouchi-Hikita’s lemma (Lemma 1) are proved in the previous lemmas:

– The relation7→K is strongly normalizing by Lemma 8.
– The relation7→K is confluent modulo A1 by Lemma 11.
– The relation7→

ρδ‖
has the diamond property by Lemma 12.

– The relations7→K and 7→
ρδ‖

are coherent modulo A1: the coherence of7→
ρδ‖

modulo A1 is obvious and the coherence of

7→K is obtained by Lemma 9.
– Yokouchi-Hikita’s diagram holds by Lemma 13.

ut

Lemma 15
The relation7→

ρ◦x,A1
is confluent modulo A1.

Proof We have7→
ρδ
⊆ 7→

ρδ‖
⊆ 7→→

ρδ
thus 7→

ρ◦x,A1
⊆ 7→→C 7→ρδ‖

7→→C ⊆ 7→→ρ◦x,A1
and the reflexive and transitive closure of

(7→→C 7→ρδ‖
7→→C) is equal to7→→

ρ◦x,A1
. Then the confluence modulo A1 of7→

ρ◦x,A1
is equivalent to the confluence modulo

A1 of 7→→C 7→ρδ‖
7→→C. Lemma 14 concludes the proof. ut

Theorem 1
The linearρ◦x is confluent (the relation7→

ρ◦x/A1
is confluent).

Proof The property follows from the previous lemma and the coherence of7→
ρ◦x,A1

modulo∼A1 [44]. ut
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4.4 Possible extensions

In this paper, we only consider unitary matchings in the empty theory. In practice, it is interesting to have the possibility
to reason modulo (equational) theoriesw.r.t. the defined constants. This can be done by adjusting the part of the calculus
dealing with explicit matching. For example, the(DecomposeF ) rule can be adapted according to the theory one wants to
deal with. For example, if we want to deal with commutative symbols likefc (not necessarily binary) we obtain the rule
(DecomposeCF ) - whereSn denotes the permutations of{1, . . . ,n}:

(DecomposeCF ) fc(M1, . . . ,Mn)� fc(N1, . . . ,Nn) → o
ϕ∈Sn

(
n∧

i=1
(Mi � N

ϕ(i))
)

If one prefers the AC (associative-commutative) matching theory, the corresponding decomposition rule should be specified.
Moreover, in most of the applications, the empty theory for the structure operator “o” is not sufficient. For example, if

one wants to encode multisets, the AC theory should be used. If one wants to encode rewrite systems in theρ-calculus, one
needs a special theory for the structure so as to erase matching failures (this theory is presented in [16]). In such cases, the
ruleDecomposeo should be modified in order to take into account the chosen theory and the conditions for the confluence of
the obtained calculus are under investigation.

We can also point out that deciding in the empty theory whether a matching constraint has a solution is equivalent to
solving it. In a more general context like, for example, associative and commutative matching, solving the matching problem
can be significantly more complex then deciding whether a solution exists. A first step towards an efficient approach would
be the use of “labeled” constraints that allow one to identify matching problems with at least a solution and matching
problems with no solution. The rules dealing with constraints will be extended to label solvable parts of constraints. Then,
the application of such a constraint labeled as solvable by ans (e.g. E s) and independent of the remaining part, can be done
in a more efficient way by using a modified rule(ToSubst) and a new rule(Independent):

(ToSubst) N [C ∧E s∧D ] → (N [E s]) [C ∧D ] if Dom(E s)∩Dom(C ∧D) = /0

(Independent) N [C s] → N if Dom(C s)∩FV (N) = /0

In theρs labels are implicit: “X�M” is labeled as a solvable constraint. The above two rules can also be used but, as we
said before, the efficiency is not improved when considering a syntactic matching.

5 Implementation of explicit ρ-calculi

Explicit substitution calculi have been studied from different points of view. Different calculi have been proposed so as
to obtain meta properties like confluence and preservation of strong normalization [37,46,18,19]. They have been used to
perform higher-order unification [22] just like to represent incomplete proofs in type theory [41] or to prove correctness of
compiler optimizations [36]. Moreover, explicit substitution calculi have been used in two significant practical systems [42]:
the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler and the Teyjus implementation of Lambda Prolog. [38] in particular precisely shows
that the use of de Bruijn indices and the ability to merge together structure traversals (i.e. the composition of substitution)
have a strong positive impact on the system performances.

The study of explicitρ-calculi is thus also important for future implementations of languages based on theρ-calculus.
Actually, the ρ-calculus provides the basis for a language combining functional language and rewrite based language
(ELAN, Maude. . . ) features and thus besides providing a toy interpreter allowing us to experiment with theρ-calculus,
our implementation of explicitρ-calculi is a first step toward such a language.

The rest of the section is devoted to the brief presentation of our implementation and of the support language,TOM. The
gap between the different calculi defined in the previous sections and the actual implementation is rather small and so, we
mainly focus here on the key features ofTOM that led to a natural implementation of the explicitρ-calculi presented in this
paper.

Following the experience ofELAN, a strategic rewriting based language [8,33],TOM was introduced to integrate rewrit-
ing into existing programming environments. A full presentation ofTOM 2 is out of the scope of this paper but we refer to
[40] for a detailed presentation.

2 http://tom.loria.fr
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1. TOM performs list matching (unlikeELAN that performs associative and commutative matching). Associative matching
gives the opportunity to match against associative symbols whereas list matching allows one to match lists which,
in general, have a different type universe. Constraints and substitutions are represented by lists of atomic matching
equations (built using the operator “�”) and respectively equations (built using the operator “= ”).

2. The overall evaluation process of a term with respect to a rewrite system and a given strategy can be implemented
straightforwardly inTOM since one can define separately the rewrite system and the strategy to evaluate it. This is a
good way to obtain a modular and easily maintainable implementation.
Schematically, the application of a rewrite system{l1 _ r1, l2 _ r2, . . . ,} guided by a strategyeval can be implemented,
for example, by a functionapply that has the following shape:
% match(s){

l1 -> return r1;

l2 -> return r2;

...

}
return eval(s);
With such a construction we try to apply one of the rules at the head position and if this is not possible (i.e. no l i matches
the subjects) apply the strategyeval describing how rules must be applied to sub-terms.

3. Thanks to an intensive use of the ATerm library [9], we obtain for free the corresponding maximal sharing representation
of terms for a given signature. Maximal sharing has strong impact on performances. First, we can test the equality of
terms in constant time (check the equality of memory addresses). Secondly, looping terms (like the classicalλ -term
ωω = (x _ xx) (x _ xx)) loop forever and do not cause a stack overflow error (unlike in the implementation of the
imperativeρ-calculus3 [39]).

The implementation of the operational semantics of theρ◦x follows the overall evaluation process given earlier. All
previously given examples can be simulated by the implementation. Our interpreter is available on theρ-calculus web
page3.

Conclusion and future work

We have proposed aρ-calculus that handles explicitly the (syntactic) matching constraints and the application of the resulted
substitutions. We have proved that it enjoys the classical properties of such a formalism,i.e., the confluence of the calculus
and the termination and confluence of the constraint handling part. We have seen that the calculus is modular and can be
adapted to other matching theories for the defined constants and for the structure operator “o”. We have shown that we can
either choose to be atomic and give a simple definition of substitutions (as inρs), or more general and efficient and define a
calculus that handles substitution composition (as inρ◦x).

ρ-calculi and especially theρ◦x, are new frameworks that provide us with theoretical foundations for a new family of
programming languages. Different extensions/variations of theρ-calculus are now available: in [39] an imperative version of
the calculus has been proposed and in [24] exceptions in theρ-calculus were studied. One can mention that theρ-calculus
allows one to design extremely powerful type systems such as those presented in [15,3,50]. The implementation briefly
described in this paper can be seen as the basis for programming language incorporating the features introduced in these
different extensions.

Related work:In [7], a calculus called the PSA-Calculus was introduced. The explicit application of a rewrite rule and
theexplicit matching handlingwere coined for the first time in this ancestor of theρ-calculus. Nevertheless, it was a first
approach to make explicit rewriting and thus less powerful than the currentρ-calculus. For example, the PSA-Calculus is
not powerful enough to express strategies as explicit objects and thus there is a hierarchy between rules and strategies.

A rewriting calculus with explicit substitutions has been already proposed in [11]. This calculus is mainly an extension
of theλσ -calculus and is called theρσ -calculus. The approach is less general than the one presented here since this calculus
makes explicit the substitution application but not the computations to go from constraints to substitutions. In [43], the
cooperation betweenCoq andELAN that automates the use of AC-rewriting is the proof assistant makes an intensive usage
of theρσ -calculus to represent proof terms of rewrite derivations. The explicit treatment of matching in theρ◦x should be a
useful tool to obtain normalization traces in some non-trivial matching theories.

Our work follows the line of the works on explicit substitution calculi and more generally on the way to represent higher-
order languages [21,4,5,45]. This paper shows that these works need to be extended to deal with the interaction of matching

3 http://rho.loria.fr/implementations.html
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and substitution. Even the works on generic calculi of explicit substitutions [48] cannot be used since, to the best of our
knowledge, they do not handle composition of substitutions. Of course, if such works would be extended, the embedding of
our calculus should be of interest.

Future work:Besides the extensions presented in Section 4.4 there are different points that should be studied

– understand how the approach proposed in [31] and, in particular, the permutation of substitutions can be applied in order
to simplify the notion of substitution for theρ-calculus.

– deal explicitly withα-conversion. There are many works that should be considered: deBruijn [20] indices, theλ-Calculus
with explicit scoping [26], director strings [47].

– propose a powerful named exception mechanism that takes advantage of the very general management of errors. A first
approach has been sketched in [15].

– extend explicit first-order syntactic matching first to equational matching and then to higher-order matching.

More generally, we want to understand the features that one wants to propose in programming language based on the
ρ-calculus and how these features should be implemented. This question is strongly related to our intend to study integrated
programming and proving environments where computations and deductions are uniformly integrated,i.e., to unify func-
tional and rewriting based languages (e.g., ML, ELAN, Maude), proof assistants and theorem provers (e.g., Coq, Isabelle,
PVS, . . . ).
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